Immunotherapy holds tremendous promise as a strategy for eradicating solid tumors. However, poor T cell infiltration and persistence within most solid tumor microenvironments, as well as mechanisms of adaptive resistance, continue to severely limit the accessibility of most immunotherapies to a broad patient population. This limitation perpetuates the demand for allied therapeutic strategies. Among such strategies is focused ultrasound (FUS), a non-invasive, non-ionizing technique for precisely targeted acoustic energy deposition into tissues. FUS has gained remarkable attention over recent years as a modality for elicitation of immune mechanisms in cancer and other pathologies. In 2017, we published a comprehensive review paper detailing existing evidence for immune modulation and therapy with FUS, as well as impending challenges and opportunities of consideration for the field. Over the last two years, a multitude of clinical trials have come online to explore safety, feasibility, and efficacy of FUS for cancers of the brain and periphery -including the first clinical trial to combine FUS with immunotherapy. Moreover, the last two years have seen a surge in FUS immunotherapy presentations at therapeutic ultrasound scientific meetings. Given the burst of activity in this field, we submit that an update on FUS immunotherapy progress is timely. In this review, we offer an updated overview and perspectives on scientific and clinical development in the FUS immunotherapy domain.
Introduction
Immunotherapies are treatments designed to mobilize endogenous immune mechanisms to effectively mount an attack against cancerous cells, all the while preserving the integrity of normal or healthy cells. Because immunity plays such a pivotal role in tumor evolution, it holds that immunotherapies have tremendous promise as strategies for tumor eradication. Recent decades have seen substantial advancement in immunotherapy interventions capable of eliciting unparalleled therapeutic outcomes; such strategies include checkpoint blockade (e.g. anti-PD1) [1] [2] [3] , peptide-based vaccination [4] , and adoptive transfer of genetically modified T cells targeting tumor-specific antigens [5] . Despite this promise, only a small proportion of patients (15-40% dependent on cancer type) with solid tumors realize these benefits at present, owing to poor T cell infiltration and persistence within the tumor microenvironment (TME) [6] . This limitation perpetuates the demand for therapeutic platforms that boost the immunogenicity of tumors while curbing the onset of adaptive resistance mechanisms, effectively converting immunologically "cold" (poorly infiltrated) tumors into immunologically "hot" (well-infiltrated) ones [7] . Adjuvant strategiessuch as dual checkpoint blockade, ionizing radiation, and CpG injections -while postulated to sensitize the TME to immunotherapy, are inherently limited by severe off-target autoimmune-related toxicities [8, 9] . Focused ultrasound (FUS) -a safe, repeatable,
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In 2017, we (NDS and RJP) served as co-authors on a comprehensive review article in Theranostics that covered the novelty and significance of FUS for immunotherapy as well as the state of the field, with a focus on challenges and opportunities in the central nervous system (CNS) [11] . We offered an overview of physical mechanisms of FUS; antibody, cytokine and cell delivery to the brain; growing pre-clinical and clinical evidence of FUS immunomodulation within and outside the CNS; and perspectives to inform the future of this emerging topic. Over the last two years, the FUS community has seen a steady and remarkable growth in immunotherapy activity. Since 2017, the first-in-human clinical trial combining FUS with immunotherapy has come online, as well as a multitude of others that are exploring safety, feasibility, and efficacy of FUS for cancer therapy within and outside the CNS. These trials are imperative to the establishment of a foundation for eventual interrogation of immunomodulation and immune therapy combinations with FUS.
Since the time of our last review, a handful of findings have emerged in the literature that will be discussed herein. However, it is worth emphasizing what is not immediately evident from the literature; while many groups are working in this space presently, publications from this new wave of research are just now beginning to emerge. FUS immunotherapy has gained notable traction as evidenced by the number of oral and poster presentations at international meetings including the 6 th International Symposium on Focused Ultrasound (October 2018) and the most recent International Society for Therapeutic Ultrasound Annual Symposia (May 2018; June 2019). Despite these meetings being relatively small, ~50 abstracts on FUS immunotherapy were presented. In this brief review, we will offer updated perspectives on progress within the field, with an emphasis on studies performed since our 2017 review in Theranostics.
Physical Mechanisms of Focused Ultrasound
FUS is a non-invasive, non-ionizing technique for high-density acoustic energy deposition. It has gained legitimacy and momentum as an approach for targeted tumor disruption via thermal and/or mechanical mechanisms, which are comprehensively detailed in other reviews to which interested readers are herein referred [12, 13] . Typically performed under ultrasound or MR image guidance, FUS offers a versatile range of focal bioeffects that are broadly contingent upon the frequency, power, duration, and duty cycle of sonication. In general, FUS-elicited bioeffects are typically considered as being either predominantly "thermal" or "mechanical" in nature. In essence, thermal FUS regimens generate focal temperatures exceeding 60 o C, leading to nearly instantaneous onset of coagulative necrosis in the focal zone and thermal stresses in the periablative zone [14, 15] . At lower intensities, these regimens can give rise to subablative heating, i.e. hyperthermia, which is characterized by the predominance of non-lethal heat stress signatures. Meanwhile, mechanical FUS leads to acoustic cavitation, acoustic streaming/microstreaming, radiation force, and shear stresses within the pulsed acoustic field [16] . At high intensities, these bioeffects cause mechanical lysis of cells with minimal temperature rise; mechanical lesioning often results in subcellular fragmentation with sharply delineated margins [16] . In the presence of systemically circulating microbubbles (MB), the intensity threshold required to achieve these cavitation effects within the tissue is lowered. Low intensity FUS with circulating MB is a form of mechanical FUS energy deposition that has been shown to elicit transient opening of tight junctions, sonoporation of vascular endothelium, and enhanced capacity for transcytosis; these effects have been exploited for blood brain barrier (BBB) and/or blood-tumor barrier (BTB) disruption [17] . This disruption can facilitate delivery of various agents to the brain, including chemotherapies, drug and gene-bearing polymeric nanoparticles, and antibodies [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] .
The concept of FUS immunotherapy finds its roots in the supposition that these regimens are distinctly capable of stimulating anti-tumor immune mechanisms that include tumor-specific inflammation, tumor-associated antigen and alarmin liberation, cytokine modulation, leukocyte infiltration and activation, and/or curbing of immunological tolerance. Figure 1 outlines points at which we hypothesize that FUS may interface with the traditional cancer-immunity cycle [11] . Briefly, we hypothesize that FUS exposure is capable of (i) liberating, if not altering the repertoire of, tumor antigens following cell membrane disruption, (ii) improving dendritic cell maturation via enhanced expression of DAMPS (alarmins), (iii) elevating antigen flow to lymph nodes and alleviating barriers to intratumoral T-cell migration as a result of mechanical disruption of stroma, and (iv) altering cytokine production, which may lead to augmentation of endothelial adhesion molecule expression and/or proliferation of effectors within the tumor. We anticipate that these hypothesized impacts of acoustic exposure on the tumor-immune landscape will be differentially elicited by ablative and non-ablative FUS regimens. A more detailed discussion of these postulated intersections between FUS and the cancer immunity cycle is provided in our 2017 review. Below, we review several pre-clinical studies since 2017 that have lent further insight into these hypotheses, as well as ongoing clinical studies that are setting the stage for future investigation.
New Clinical Trials: Setting the Stage for the Translation of FUS Immunotherapies
Transcranial FUS has been explored as an intervention for a variety of neurological pathologies including neurodegenerative diseases, primary and metastatic brain tumors, neuropathic pain, and psychiatric disorders [27] . However, to date, no preclinical or clinical investigations have combined FUS with immunotherapy for malignancies of the CNS. The highly exclusionary nature of the BBB -as well as the relative immunological silence of normal brain (low MHC expression and lymphocyte traffic)remain challenges to effective CNS immunotherapy. However, the future outlook is promising for such combinatorial paradigms in the brain owing to important recent developments. The last two years have seen a significant surge in clinical activity exploring brain applications of FUS. The key outcomes of clinical studies exploring FUS BBB opening are summarized in Table 1 . We highlight below some of the clinical milestones that have demonstrated the safety and feasibility of FUS for CNS pathologies.
Ultrasound treatment has been demonstrated to confer clearance of amyloid plaques in transgenic models of Alzheimer's disease, independent of drug or gene delivery [28, 29] . These results implicated a putative mechanism based on an immune response to Figure 1 . Hypothesized points of intersection between focused ultrasound and the cancer immunity cycle. In the cancer immunity cycle, antigens (purple) released from tumor cells (tan; 1) are captured by dendritic cells (blue; 2) and presented to T-cells (yellow; 3) in lymph nodes (light green), leading to priming and activation of effector T-cells (4) . Activated effector T-cells then pass into the systemic circulation (light pink; 5) and are trafficked to the tumor via adhesion to tumor endothelium (6) . T-cells recruited from the circulation then infiltrate the tumor (7) , where they specifically recognize and subsequently kill tumor cells. Tumor cell killing serves to release more antigen (1), allowing the cycle to continue. We hypothesize that focused ultrasound can trigger and/or boost the anti-cancer immunity by intersecting at several points (red arrows) in this cycle. These include (i) enhanced tumor antigen release by cell membrane disruption, (ii) improved dendritic cell maturation via enhanced expression of damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPS, i.e. alarmins), (iii) greater antigen flow to lymph nodes and less restricted intra-tumor T-cell migration as a result of mechanical disruption of stroma, and (iv) altered cytokine production, which may lead to augmented endothelial adhesion molecule expression and/or proliferation of intra-tumor T-cells. Adapted from Curley et al. (2017) .
ultrasound, as sonicated regions were enriched for markers of microglial activation and greater localization of amyloid beta was observed within microglia. These findings motivated the evaluation of FUS BBB disruption for patients with early to moderate Alzheimer's disease. In 2018, the first clinical findings on safety and feasibility of BBB disruption using i.v. MB and the ExAblate MRI-guided transcranial FUS system (Insightec) were reported in Alzheimer's patients ( Figure 2 ) [30] . While the study did not elucidate any clear effect of FUS BBB disruption on beta-amyloid deposition, it is important to note that this trial was not designed to study efficacy. Rather, this study generated support for reversibility, repeatability, and safety of FUS BBB opening. Additionally, low-intensity FUS BBB opening with systemically administered chemotherapy (i.e. liposomal doxorubicin or temozolomide) was reported as safe and feasible in patients with high-grade glioma [31] . Patients underwent the procedure one day prior to surgical resection, wherein tissue specimens of FUS-exposed and non-exposed regions were collected for further analysis. Due to low sample sizes and complications with sample integrity, the group was unable to draw firm conclusions about the influence of FUS-mediated BBB opening on drug delivery. In contrast to the MRI-guided approach, the SonoCould-1 (CarThera) achieves transient BBB disruption via low-intensity pulsed ultrasound using an implantable device [32] . In a recent clinical trial, the SonoCloud-1 was employed for monthly transient BBB disruption prior to i.v. carboplatin administration in recurrent glioblastoma patients. The trial demonstrated the safety, feasibility and tolerability of large volumetric BBB opening with an implantable device [33] . Moreover, it was observed that patients who received the treatment benefited from extended progression-free and overall survival. The authors suggest that this was consistent with their observations that tumor growth may have been more effectively controlled within sonication regions. Since the focal volume of the device was unable to cover the entirety of the tumor, future efforts will be aimed at enabling a larger treatment envelope to improve efficacy of the approach.
These studies come at a time when perspectives framing the CNS as a site of "immune privilege" are rapidly evolving into ones that instead consider the CNS to be "immunologically distinct." With the continued emergence of discoveries that connect the CNS and immune system, the tractability of leveraging FUS for immunotherapy in the brain is clearly growing.
Since the benefits of immunotherapy have been realized more extensively for extracranial tumors, new and ongoing clinical trials utilizing FUS in the treatment of neoplasms outside of the CNS will also be vastly informative to the development of FUS immunotherapy. Beginning in 2014, a clinical trial at the University of Virginia investigated the safety and feasibility of thermally ablating benign breast fibroadenomas using the CE-marked Theraclion Echopulse system (ultrasound-guided FUS device) (NCT02078011) [34] . This trial offered invaluable insight into the execution of an ultrasound-guided FUS workflow for ablation of breast lesions. Following on the success of this initial trial, a larger multi-center trial is currently under accrual for evaluation of FUS safety and efficacy in breast fibroadenoma patients (NCT03044054). More importantly, however, the breast fibroadenoma trial set a precedent for exploration of FUS thermal ablation in the setting of breast malignancies.
Owing to this previously established use of Theraclion's Echopulse system at the University of Virginia, a FUS immunotherapy milestone was achieved in 2017 with the initiation of a clinical trial evaluating the combination of FUS thermal ablation with pembrolizumab in metastatic breast cancer patients (NCT03237572). Although the trial has not yet fully accrued, several women have been treated thus far. The design of the trial is shown in Figure 3 . Aside from this trial, there are over 150 other listed, recruiting, or completed clinical trials worldwide exploring FUS for cancer treatment. The worldwide distribution of these trials is illustrated in Figure 4 . The diversity of these trials with respect to cancer type, FUS technology, exposure conditions, and patient backgrounds presents a rich opportunity for data mining to determine how best to direct future immunotherapy trials with respect to these factors. As the outcomes of these clinical trials are published, they will have the potential to inform future efforts seeking to combine FUS with immunoadjuvants.
New Pre-Clinical Investigations into How Mechanical FUS Parameters Influence Inflammation
A handful of recent studies have probed relationships between various mechanical FUS parameters for BBB opening and the elicitation of local inflammatory responses. As the field of FUS-immunotherapy advances into the treatment of CNS neoplasms, these studies will likely provide valuable insight into how mechanical FUS may be tuned to possibly synergize with immunotherapies. In 2016, it was reported that FUS-mediated BBB opening is capable of eliciting sterile inflammation in naïve brain [36] . In longer term follow-up studies, six weekly pulsed FUS and MB treatments led to long-term signatures consistent with pathological injury to the neurovascular unit, in contrast with single sonication; specifically, multiple sonications elicited hypointense signatures on T2* MRI (suggestive of RBC extravasation due to vascular damage), cortical atrophy, and astrogliosis. Moreover, histological studies revealed that multiple FUS exposures resulted in increased activated microglia, infiltrating CD68+ macrophages, and hyperphosphorylated Tau (pTau) and neurofibrillary tangle elevation in neurons in the sonicated region of the brain [37] . Such signatures as increased presence of pTau and microglial activation are consistent with the chronic inflammatory component of neurodegenerative processes such as those present in Alzheimer's disease.
During and after the publication of these sterile inflammation studies, other investigators published studies emphasizing how these effects are dependent on sonication parameters (e.g. acoustic pressure), as well as other parameters such as MB formulation, choice of anesthesia, carrier gas [38] , and MB infusion rate [37, [39] [40] [41] . The importance of acoustic feedback in controlling BBB opening regimens for fine tuning of parameters that determine acute inflammatory responses has also been highlighted [39] .
In particular, MB dose is known to be a critical parameter for instigation of neuroinflammatory effects in the brain. In a study comparing the recommended MB dose for clinical imaging with a dose 10x greater, FUS BBB permeabilization of rat dorsal hippocampal microvessels with the higher MB dose acutely induced elevated transcription of proinflammatory cytokine genes (i.e. Ccl2, Ccl3, Ccl7, Cxcl1, Cxcl11, Il1b, and Il6) -all of which was mostly resolved by 24 hrs. EC activation and astrocyte activation were noted via Sele and Gfap gene expression, respectively. Interestingly, there was no elevation in gene expression for endothelial adhesion molecules Vcam1 or Icam1 -ligands key to leukocyte extravasation out of the vasculature -at the time points evaluated [42] . Nonetheless, upregulation of other key immune activation genes including Tnf, Birc3, and Ccl2 drew attention to MB dose as a significant modulator of acute inflammation following FUS BBB disruption. Higher MB dose was further determined to stimulate NFkB signaling, microhemorrhage, edema, neuronal damage, and neutrophil infiltration [40] . Thus, appropriate MB dose selection will be critical to the invocation and tuning of inflammatory responses to FUS in future clinical studies.
Taken together, these studies provide evidence that certain signatures of immune activation can occur in the brain with FUS. Factors such as sonication parameters, MB dose, anesthesia, model, MB formulation, and timing of onboard therapies relative to treatment are thus important considerations for those conducting FUS immunotherapy studies. Despite the promise of FUS to lift barriers to effective cancer immunotherapy applications in the brain, there remains an unresolved contention between maintaining safety to healthy tissue and causing immunogenic "damage" to malignant tissue. It is possible that with appropriately tuned exposure conditions, acoustic energy can be leveraged to better enable immunotherapies not only via improved delivery, but also via favorable modes of immune modulation. It is of note, however, that the capacity of FUS to elicit adaptive resistance mechanisms or modulate immunosuppressive cell populations remains poorly understood across tumor types [43] .
New Pre-Clinical Investigations Combining FUS with Checkpoint Inhibitors
Beyond the brain, a handful of notable strides have been made to advance the combination of FUS with immunotherapies in the periphery. For example, the combination of toll-like receptor agonist CpG, anti-PD1 and FUS thermal ablation in murine B16 melanoma was shown to dramatically increase local and systemic immunity compared to monotherapies [44] . Combining FUS with CpG elicited substantial skewing of gene expression toward markers like F4/80, Cd11b, and Tnf in the ablated tumor, while distant tumors upregulated Cd11c, Cd3, and Ifng. Ablation alone enhanced antigen cross-presentation intratumorally but not systemically, suggesting that the effect of ablation independent of priming via additional immune adjuvants was insufficient to mount a robust memory response. Amplification of systemic antigen cross-presentation, type 1 interferon release, and CD169+ myeloid cell recruitment were observed in the setting of ablation combined with immunotherapy -suggestive that this paradigm was capable of enriching for a unique class of antigen-presenting cells that cross-prime independent of DCs. In an adaptation of this combinatorial approach in murine breast cancer, the combination of single dose thermally activatable doxorubicin-loaded liposomes with FUS hyperthermia and an adjuvant agonistic immunotherapy priming protocol (anti-PD1 + CpG) elicited treated and distant tumor eradication, as well as significant survival benefit [45] . In this study, complete response rate was greatest in mice when immunotherapy priming was conducted prior to administering a single dose of chemotherapy.
Sonodynamic therapy (SDT), an emerging technique for exerting tumor cell death through combination of low intensity ultrasound with chemical sonosensitizers, is under investigation as a strategy for cancer vaccination. A combinatorial therapeutic paradigm employing SDT with sonosensitizers/imiquimod-loaded liposomes and anti-PD-L1 has recently been demonstrated to exert efficacy against 4T1 mammary and CT26 colorectal carcinomas [46] . This allied strategy -wherein anti-PD-L1 therapy was initiated after SDT -restricted primary tumor outgrowth, prevented lung metastases and conferred augmented immunological memory function that protected mice upon tumor re-challenge. Separately, HiPorfin-induced SDT has been demonstrated to promote the expression of calreticulin -a key marker of immunogenic cell death -on the surface of Hep3b human liver cancer cells. This regimen was also effective in generating an abscopal effect and immunological memory against murine H22 tumors [47] .
Lastly, a couple of recent investigations into the immunological impact of mechanical acoustic energy deposition have emerged over the last two years. Boiling hisotripsy (BH) has been demonstrated to promote transient elevations of plasma and intrarenal TNF, high-mobility group box 1 (HMGB1), IL-10, and IL-6 in a rat model of renal cell carcinoma [48] . These trends consistent with an acute inflammatory response were accompanied by an elevation in CD8+ T cells across both BH ablated and untreated contralateral tumors at 48 hours. Moreover, "anti-vascular" ultrasound treatment with MB has recently been combined with anti-PD1 therapy [49] . While the combination conferred tumor growth constriction and enhanced survival resulting from combinatorial therapy in a CT26 model of murine colon carcinoma, anti-tumor responses were not conclusively linked to a T cell-dependent mechanism. The above highlighted studies represent some of the earliest published efforts to combine FUS with immunotherapies such as checkpoint blockade across a diverse array of physical regimens. Publications emerging in the field have called immunological priming to attention as a means towards achieving effective FUS immunotherapy. Notably, these studies arrived at priming as an important consideration when coincident immunotherapy protocols did not yield similar success [43] [44] [45] (Figure 5 ). However, other studies have seen efficacy in the context of checkpoint inhibition similarly targeting the PD-1/PD-L1 axis without the need for priming [46] . This suggests that, despite the ability of priming to facilitate FUS immunotherapy, further testing of approaches that involve coincident or delayed immunotherapy relative to FUS without priming are warranted -especially since the importance of immunotherapy timing has yet to be established across FUS regimens, immunological adjuvants, and tumor models.
Conclusions & Outlook
To date, no studies have evidenced the capacity of FUS monotherapy to achieve immunological tumor control independent of adjuvant therapy. Through appropriate tuning of exposure conditions and comprehensive immunological characterization, the prospect of unmasking the utility of FUS as an immunomodulatory monotherapy may be attainable. Since FUS immunotherapy is in its earliest stages, it is paramount to the field that such formative variables as immunotherapy timing, FUS exposure conditions, choice of immunoadjuvant, and differential response across tumor models be resolved over the coming years. We are optimistic that with the continuation of pre-clinical development and clinical translation at the current pace, FUS will surface as a transformative modality for combination with immunotherapies.
